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Size and Number of Membrane Skids
The number of membrane skids (or racks) and size of each skid is
typically the first question the design engineers should ask themselves
during conceptual facility design. The answer depends on whether the
system in question is low pressure (MF/UF) or high pressure (NF/
RO). The low pressure membrane skid size is limited by the available
typical sizes from various membrane manufacturers, or comfort level
of the OEM. However, an NF/RO system, is more “custom designed”
so theoretically there is no limit, especially for custom on-site
fabricated systems. For brackish and seawater RO applications with
standard 8x40 elements, there have been several recent facilities built
which utilize larger skids. With the increasing capacity of desalination
plants, there is also a tendency to increase skid sizes in the future for
foot print and capital cost savings.

approach may take some negotiation and education with clients and
regulatory agencies. For plants with several days of storage or dual
water supplies, availability is not a major challenge.

The most important criteria to consider is the required degree of
redundancy and water availability. Obviously with membrane systems
it is not advisable to have “stand-by” skids due to concerns with
stagnant water conditions, and increased fouling/ scaling potential.
Membrane systems should be operated continuously, ideally a few
hours per day. Since the only major mechanical components are
the pumps, strainers and/or cartridge filters, often providing spare
auxiliary equipment would achieve the “stand-by” requirement. This

• Available pre-engineered MF/UF skid sizes are usually limited
to 1-2 MGD due to hydraulic limitations, Clean-In-Place
considerations, packaging, shipment, etc.

Many membrane plants are designed with a minimum of 2-3
skids and each skid is sized for maximum daily flow divided by the
number of skids. In other words, 2x50%, 3x33.3%, etc. Most MF/
UF facilities will require at least two skids, since one skid will go into
backwash mode every 20-40 minutes and won’t be available for water
production. For these types of plants, N+1 approach is used, In other
words, 2x100%, 3x50%, etc.
The following is a list of considerations for determining the optimum
membrane skid size:

• Maximum practical size of the cleaning tank, piping and means of
isolation needs careful attention. There are RO plants in which a
single skid is comprised of multiple smaller skids (segments) with
piping manifolds. An important factor to consider is isolation of
skid stages for cleaning. The high pressure isolation valves are not
cheap and even with the best isolation valves, there is a potential
for cross contamination, unless removable spool pieces are
provided (which add operational challenges). Skids or segments
with 80-100 pressure vessels appear to be the upper limits when
considering practical cleaning provisions. This translates to 1.5
to 2.5 MGD skids for seawater and 2.5 to 3.5 MGD skids for
brackish water RO systems with standard elements (dependent
on flux and recovery rates).
• Often for large seawater skids, the limiting factor may be the
available high efficiency pressure pump and energy recovery
device size limitations. One way to get around this bottleneck
is to design with a short explanation of “pressure center”
approach. Engineers should carefully consider the control
complexity and hydraulic issues inherent with pressure centers
as well as the basic assumption that all membranes in the entire
plant have the same pressure need (i.e., same age, same cleaning
condition) in their design decision matrix.
• The larger the skid becomes, the more operation and maintenance
complexity is added to the facility in terms of access for maintenance
and troubleshooting instruments and devices. Provisions for safe
lifting devices, platforms, etc. should be considered.
• With the recent availability of large diameter membranes in the
desalination market, some of the capacity limits are being pushed;
however, the same general guidelines still apply. In fact, element
removal, cleaning provisions and access may become even more
critical. n
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